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ALGEBRAS ASSOCIATED TO THE YOUNG-FIBONACCI LATTICE

SOICHI OKADA

Abstract. The algebra !Fn generated by E\, ... ,En_\ subject to the defin-

ing relations Ef = XjEj (i = 1, ... , n — 1), Ei+xEiEi+\ = yiEi+x (i =
1, ... , n - 2 ), EjEj = EjEi (|j —j\ > 2 ) is shown to be a semisimple algebra

of dimension n\ if the parameters X\, ... , x„-X, yx, ... , y„-i are generic.

We also prove that the Bratteli diagram of the tower {&~n)n>0 of these algebras

is the Hasse diagram of the Young-Fibonacci lattice, which is an interesting ex-

ample, as well as Young's lattice, of a differential poset introduced by R. Stanley.

A Young-Fibonacci analogue of the ring of symmetric functions is given and

studied.

Introduction

In [SI], R. Stanley introduced a class of partially ordered sets called differ-

ential posets, whose prototypical example is Young's lattice Y. S. Fomin [Fl]

independently defined essentially the same class of graphs, called Y-graphs. (See

[F2], [S2] for generalization.) Many enumerative results, concerning the count-

ing of chains or Hasse walks in differential posets or Y-graphs, can be derived

by using an algebraic approach (see [SI]) and also by applying a combinatorial

method such as Robinson-Schensted-type correspondences (see [Fl], [F3], [RI],

[R2]). In the case of Young's lattice, these properties reflect the representation

theory of the symmetric groups and the theory of symmetric functions.

Fomin [Fl] and Stanley [SI] also gave another example of a differential poset,

YF, called the Young-Fibonacci lattice. (In [SI] this lattice is denoted by Z(l).)
And Stanley posed a problem [SI, §6, Problem 8] to give a natural and com-
binatorial definition of the tower (^,)n>o of semisimple algebras, which play

the same role to the Young-Fibonacci lattice YF as the group algebras of the

symmetric groups play to Young's lattice Y. This work is motivated to this

problem and the first aim of this article is to give a presentation of &„ , which

corresponds to that of the symmetric group with respect to the adjacent trans-

positions. The second aim is to define and study a YF-analogue of the ring of

symmetric functions.
Let us explain in more detail. Young's lattice Y is the set of all partitions

ordered by inclusion of Young (or Ferrers) diagrams. It is well known that

the irreducible representations of the symmetric group 6„ are parametrized by

Y„, the set of partitions of n . If we denote by Vq   the irreducible 6„ -module
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corresponding to a partition X, then the restriction of V1 to 6„_i decomposes

as follows:

^K_,=e^n_,,

where p runs over all partitions whose Young diagrams are obtained from that

of X by deleting one box. Moreover, the direct sum R(&) = ©„>o^(©n) of

the character ring R(&„) of 6„ has a structure of graded algebra and there

is an algebra isomorphism from R(&) to the ring A of symmetric functions.

Under this isomorphism, the irreducible character xx of V£ corresponds to

the Schur function s^ .

The Young-Fibonacci lattice YF is a differential poset consisting of all words

with alphabets {1, 2} . (See Section 1 for the definition of the partial order on

YF.) Let ^ be the associative algebra (over a field K0 of characteristic 0)
defined by the following presentation:

generators : Ex, ... , E„_x,

relations : Ef = XiEt   (i= 1,..., n- 1),

Ei+xEiEi+x = yiEi+x    (i = 1, ... ,n- 2),

ElEj = EjEi    (if \i-j\> 2).

Suppose that the parameters xx, ... , xn-X ,yx, ... , y„-2 £ Ko are generic. In
Section 2, we will construct irreducible representations of this algebra i^j and

prove that ^ is semisimple of dimension n\ and its irreducible representations

are indexed by YF„ , the set of elements of YF with rank n . If we denote by

Vv the irreducible J^J-module corresponding to v £ YF„ , then the branching

rule for the restriction to the subalgebra 7Fn_x = (E\, ... , En-2) is described

in the same way as in the case of Y:

W

where w runs over all words covered by t) in YF. In Section 3, we define

a graded algebra R = 0„>o Rn , whose homogeneous components Rn are the

free Z-modules with basis corresponding to (the isomorphism classes of) the

irreducible representations of ^. This algebra can be considered as a YF-
analogue of the ring A of symmetric functions. We introduce various basis
of R, which correspond to Schur functions, complete symmetric functions,

and power sum symmetric functions, and study the transition matrices between

these basis in Sections 4 and 5. A generalization to the r-Young-Fibonacci

lattice will be given in Section 6.

1. YOUNG-FlBONACCI LATTICE

In this section, we collect some notations and properties concerning with the

Young-Fibonacci lattice, which will be used in the rest of this paper. The reader

is referred to [SI] for the general theory of differential posets and [SI, §5], [S3]
for further information of the Young-Fibonacci lattice.

Let r be a positive integer. Let YF(r) be the set of all finite words (including

the empty word 0) with alphabets {lo, ... , lr-i, 2} . For such a word v =

ax...ak£ YF(r), we define its rank \v\ = \ax\-\-1- \ak\, where |lm| = 1 . And

we put YWnr) = {v £ YFW :\v\ = n}.
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We define a partial order on YF<r) by requiring the following conditions:

(1.1) 0 is the minimum element,

(1.2) C-(lmv) = {v},

(1.3) C-(2v) = C+(v),

where C~(x) (resp. C+(x)) denotes the set of all elements covered by (resp.
covering) x . The notation x > y will be used to mean that x covers y . From

(1.2) and (1.3), we have

(1.4) C+(v) = {lmv :m = 0,...,r-l}U{2w:w£ C~(v)}.

This poset YF^ is is shown to be a graded lattice, and its rank generating

function is given by

Y#™„r)qn = (l-rq-q2)~x.

n>0

In particular, #YF[,1) is the nth Fibonacci number Fn. We call YF(r) the

r-Young-Fibonacci lattice.

Let R„r) be the free Z-module with basis {sv : v £ YF^} . Put

n>0

and define a scalar product on R by (sv , sw) = 3VW for all v , w £ YF(r). We

introduce two linear maps U, D : R^ -* i?(r) by putting

t/ Sy   —   J   j Syj , L)SV   =   f   ̂  Syj .

W>V W<V

In Sections 3 and 6, we will define a structure of graded algebra on R^ .

Proposition 1.1 [SI, §5]. The poset YF(r) is an r-differential poset. Hence we
have DU — UD = rid,   where Id denotes the identity map on R^ .

For v £ YF^ , let Q,v be the set of all sequences (v<°>, ... , v^n)) such that

v(0) _ 0> v(n) _ v ^ an(j v(i) COvers t»('_1) for all i; that is, Q" is the set

of all saturated chains from 0 to ». We denote the cardinality of Qv by

e(v). From the general theory of differential posets, we have the following

proposition:

Proposition 1.2 [SI, Corollary 3.9]. For the r-Young-Fibonacci lattice YF(r), one

has

Y  e(v)2 = r"n\.

If r = 1, then we omit the superscript (r), so that we write YF = YF(1),

YF„ = YFS,1', R = RW , and R„ = R{nl).
It is convenient to write v £ YF of the form lm'21m22... 1^21^+1 > where r

is the number of 2 's appearing in v and w, > 0. The number mx is denoted

by m(v) and it will play a role in Section 5.
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2. Algebra SFn and its representations

Let K0 be a field of characteristic 0. We work over the base field K =

Ko(xx, ... , yx, ...), the rational function field with indeterminates xx, ... ,

yx, ... .

Definition. Let SFn = &n\xx,... , xn-\; yx, ..., yn-2) be the associative K-

algebra with identity 1 defined by the following presentation:

generators : Ex, ... , En-\,

(2.1) relations : E2 — XjEj   (i = 1, ... , n - 1),

(2.2) EiEj = EjEi    (if|/-;|>2),

(2.3) Ei+xEiEi+x = y,£,+1    (i = 1, ... ,n- 2).

In this section, we will construct irreducible representations of 7Fn by using

paths in YF (as in [GHJ, Chapter 2], [KM], [W]) and prove that % is a
semisimple algebra of dimension n\.

First we show that the monomials in Ex, ... , En-X span the algebra 77^n .

Lemma 2.1. We define a sequence of subsets 38k   (k = 0, I, ... , n) as follows:

{2A) 3?0=<%x = {i},

&m = {bEm_x ...Ek:b £38m-X, k= 1, ... , rn).

Here we understand that Em-X...Ek = 1 if k = m. Then 777Sn spans SFn . In
particular, dim/t^ < n\.

Proof. Let 7% be the A-subspace spanned by 38m . We prove by induction on

m that ^' is stable under the right multiplication by Et (I = I, ... , m-l).

We will show that a = bEm„x...EkE, £ ^ for b £ 9rfn_x , k = I, ... , m,

and /=1,...,ni-l. If I < k - 2, then we have a = bE\Em_x ...Ek by

(2.3). Since bEt £ ^fn_x by the induction hypothesis, we have a £ ^'. If

I = k — 1, then it is clear that a £ ^. If / = k, then by (2.1), we have
a = xkbEm_x ... Ek £ Im . If / > k, then by using (2.2) and (2.3), we have

a = bEm-X .. .E\E\_XE\E\_2.. .Ek

= yi-XbEm-X. ..ElEi_2...Ek

= yi-XbEj_2...EkEm-X ...f/.

It follows from the induction hypothesis that a £ S^ .    D

In order to describe matrix representations of ^, we associate a(v) £

K to each element v £ YF. Let (Pi)i>o be the sequence of polynomials

Pi(xx, ..., Xi;yx,... ,yi-\) given by the following recurrence:

(2.5) .Po=l,     Pi=xu    Pi = XiP,_x-y,_xP,_2.

Then a(v) is defined as follows:

,_ ,, a(l') = Pi(xu ... ,x,;yx, ... ,y,-X),
(2-0) ,

a(l'2) = Pt+x(yx,x-i, ... ,xi+2;xxy2,yi, ... ,y(+.).

In general, if v is of the form l'2w (\u\ = m ), then we put

(2.7) a(l'2M) = a(l'2)[.X; -* Xm+j,yj -* ym+j]a(u),

where P[z —> w] indicates that we substitute w for z in P.
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Lemma 2.2. For v £ YF„, we have

(2.8) Ya(u) = x»+ia(v),
u>v

(2.9) a(2v) = yn+xa(v).

Moreover, we have

(2.10) Y e{v)a(v) = xi...x„,
wew„

where e(v) is the number of saturated chains from 0 to v in YF.

Proof. The relation (2.9) is clear from the definition (2.7) and a(2) = yx. We

prove (2.8) by induction on \v\. First we consider the case where v = 2u>.

Since C+(2w) = {I2w}u {2z : z>w} by (1.4), we have

Y a(u) = a(12)[*y -» xm+j, yj -» ym+J]a(w) + ^yw+2a(u;),

u>2w z>w

where \w\ = m . By using a(12) = x^yx - xxy2 and the induction hypothesis,

we get

Y a(u) = (Xm+rtm+x ~ xm+xym+2)a(w) + ym+2xm+xa(w) = xm+3a(2w).

u>2w

If v = lk2w for some k > 0, then

Y  a(u) = a(lk+x2)[Xj -> xm+J , yj -» ym+;]a(u;)

«>l*2iu

+ >,m+fc+2a(l':"12)[A:;- -► xw+;-, yj -> ym+J]a(w),

where \w\ = m . Hence it is enough to show

a(lk+x2)+yk+2a(lk-x2) = xk+3a(lk2).

But this is clear from the definition (2.5) and (2.6). Similarly we can check the

case where v = 1" .
The remaining equation (2.10) follows from (2.8).    □

It follows from the definition of differential posets (see Proposition 1.1) and
(1.3) that the e'v) 's are uniquely determined by the same recurrence relations

as (2.8) with x, = i and y, = i, and the initial condition e(0) = 1. So we
have a(v)[Xi —► i, y, —> i] = e(v). In particular, a(v) is a nonzero polynomial.

For v £ YF„ , let Vv be the AT-vector space with basis Qv . Then dim Vv =

e(w). Now define an action nv(Ej) of each generator Ej on the vector space

Vv as follows:

(2.11)

7tv(Et)(v^ ,..., i;''-1), »W, v('+1), ... , «<"))

^      "^(tiW,...,^-1)^,^1),...,!;("))   ifi;('+') = 2i;('-1)

( 0       otherwise.
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Lemma 2.3. The endomorphisms nv(Ej) satisfy the defining relations (2.1)-(2.3)

of &n . Hence we obtain a representation nv of 9^ on Vv .

Proof. The relation (2.2) is clear from the definition.

Let T = (w(°), ... , «(")) efl". We will check that nv(Ei)2T = x,7iv(Ej)T.
If «('+») ̂  2UC-1), then both sides are 0. If ?j(''+1) = 2u('-1>, then

^(Et)2T=   y   -£$L**{Et)Tu

y>      y>       a(w)        a(u)

2^    2^   Q(u(<-i))Q(uc-i))  "

^       a(«i)

= £ ^i)f^-)r
Ji»i;(<-1)

= x,K„(£,)r   (by (2.8))

where Tw = (u(°>, ... , «<'-•> , to , ?j<''+1> , ... , «(")).

Next we check that nv(Ei+x)nv(Ei)nv(Ei+x)T = yj7iv(Ei+x)T. If <;(,+2' ̂

2v^, then both sides are 0. If f('+2> = 2v^ , then

nv(El+x)nv(Ei)nv(Ei+x)T = Y   "   m, nv(Ei+x)nv(Ei)Tv[i) w

tl)M)l'l

q(2ti(f-»))    ,_    .    ,_,,_

- -(v{i))    Uv^   ' +•'   "*>   ''   »(".2w('-1l

_ cx(2v(i-l))   ^      g(«)        . F    ,T

-   afVm     2^  a{v{l-i)fv{£M)iu,2v<-v

_g(2t;"-1))   a(yV))  , ,F

"     a(w«>)    a^C-i))^^^1^

= y,-7r„(£,+1)r   (by (2.9))

where r„>U) = (v<°>, ... , n*'"1), u, w, v('+2>, ... , «<">).   □

If v covers w , then Vw can be considered as a subspace of Vv by identifying
(v(0), ... , i>("-2), u;) e nu' with (v<°>, ... , i;'"-2), w , v) £ av.

Lemma 2.4. If we restrict the representation nv to the subalgebra 7^n_x gener-

ated by Ei, ... , £„_2, then Vv decomposes as follows:

Proof. This is clear from the definition (2.11) of the action of E\, ...-, En_2 .    D

Lemma 2.5. The representations (nv , Vv) of 77~„ are irreducible and pairwise

inequivalent.

Proof. We proceed by induction on  n .   First we show the irreducibility of

(nv , Vv). Let W / {0} be an ^,-submodule of Vv .

If v = Iv', then Lemma 2.4 implies that VXv* = Vvi as on ^_i-module.

By the induction hypothesis, it is irreducible over J^j_i . Hence we have W =

Vv = Vw .
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If v = 2v", then there exists an element x such that x covers v" and

Vx c W, because the irreducible decomposition of Vv igrn_l is multiplicity-

free. Now let y # x be an element covering v" and consider two chains
T = (u(°),..., v("-3),v",x,v) and T = (w<°>,... , v("-3), ti", y, v) e Q" .
Let zy be the minimal central idempotent of 7F„-X corresponding to ny . Then

it follows from the definition of nv(E„-X) that

nv(zy)nv(En_x)T =-^T1 £ W.

Hence we have W n Vy / {0} . Since Ij, is an irreducible ^n-\-module by the

induction hypothesis, we see that Vy c W. Recalling that y is arbitrary, we

have W = Vx © ey>„„ >wte Fy = K„ .
Next we show that the (re„, 1^,) are inequivalent. Suppose that Vv = Vw

as as ^-module. Then, by Lemma 2.4, we have C~(v) = C~(w). Except

for the case where v = 11 and w = 2, it follows from definition (1.2) and

(1.3) that v = w. In the exceptional case, it follows from nxx(Ex) = 0 and

n2(Ex) = xx Id that VXX?V2.   D

Now we are in position to prove the main theorem.

Theorem 2.6.    (1) The algebra 7Fn is semisimple.

(2) The set 38n of monomials defined by (2.4) is a basis of^i,. In particular,
dim^n = nl.

(3) The Vv 's (v £ YF„ ) give a complete set of irreducible ^-modules.

Proof. Let rad^i be the radical of S^ . Then, by Lemma 2.5, we have

dim(^/rad^)>dim( 0 7iv(^„)) >  Y (dimVv)2
\ueYF„ / W€YF„

= y e(v)2 =nl

v€Y¥n

Here we have used Proposition 1.2. On the other hand, Lemma 2.1 implies that

dim&„ <n\. Therefore we obtain the desired results.    □

For a £ 7Fn , we define

(2.12) Tr(n\a) = (xx...xn)-X  Y a(v)trVv(nv(a)),

uew„

where tr./ denotes the usual trace on the vector space Vv . Then Tr(n) has the

following properties similar to those of the Markov trace on the Iwahori-Hecke
algebra of the symmetric group (see [W, §3]).

Proposition 2.7. The functional Tr(n) defined by (2.12) satisfies the following:

(1) Tr(,,)(l)= 1.

(2) Tr(n)(ab) = Tr(n)(ba).

(3) If a£^n.x, then 1r(n\aEn.x) = y„_, Tr{n)(a).

(4) Ifaeft-i, then Tr{n)(a) = Tr("-"(a).
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Proof. (1) follows from (2.10). (2) is clear from definition (2.12).
(3) Given T £ Q" , let pT be the minimal idempotent of Srn-X such that

r ett  (w = v),

10        (w^v),

where Ett denotes the matrix unit, i.e., the linear map defined by ETt(S) =

3s,tT for S ££lv . Since X)«gYF„_, ^2t&ci"Pt = 1, it is enough to show

Tr(")(a£„_,p7-)=y„_1Tr(")(^r).

Since pt is a minimal idempotent, there exists a scalar y(a) £ K such that

PTapT = y(a)pT ■ Hence we have

Tr(n)(apT) = (xx...xn)-xy(a)a(v).

On the other hand, if zv is the minimal central idempotent of ^ correspond-

ing to nv , then we have

,7 ®(V)
zvE^lPT=a{v(n_2))PTp~,

where T = (u<°>, ... , i/"-2), v^~1'), f = (v<® ,..., v^'V , «<"-» , 2?j("-2)) .

Hence we have

Tr(n)(^-i^) = ^^Ka)Tr(»»(p?)

= (xx.. .x„)-lyn-ia(v)y(a).

Hence we obtain (3).
(4) For a £ ^n-X, by using (2.8) and Lemma 2.5, we have

Trw(a) = (xx...xn)-X    Y   £<*(") tr^Ma))
\w\=n-l v>w

= (xx...xn)~x    Y   xna(w)trVw(nw(a))

\w\=n—l

= Tr("_1)(a).   n

Remark. The proof of this section is on the same line as [KM] and [W].

Finally we mention the specialization of the parameters xx, ... , xn-X, yx,

... , y„_2. The above argument guarantees the following theorem.

Theorem 2.8. Let fr , ... , fr,_i ,nx, ... , nn-2 be elements of the field K0 ■ Let
&n = &n(Z,\, ■ ■ ■ , fr-i \ Ii, ■ ■ ■ , *ln-2) be the algebra over K0 generated by
Ex, ... , £■„_] with their fundamental relations given by (2.1)-(2.3), where the

Xj 's and yj's are replaced by fr- 's and nj 's respectively. If

a(v)[Xi^cli,yj^rij]^0

for all words v with \v \ < n - 1, then SPn is a semisimple algebra of dimension

n\.

Remark. The above argument can be easily generalized to the differential poset

T(N), which is obtained from the partial differential poset Y[#] = Llf=o ̂ k by
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iterating Wagner's construction. (See [SI, pp. 957-958].) Let 7F(N)n be the as-

sociative algebra over the field K(q) with generators Tx, ... , TN_X, EN, ... ,

£■„_! and the following defining relations:

(T - q)(Tt + q~x) = 0 (i = 1, ... , N- 1),

TtTi+x Tt = TM TtTi+x (i = l,...,N-2),

TiTj = TjTi    (\i-j\>2),

En = [1]En ,

EnTn-\En = q En ,

Ef = XjEi   (i = N+l,...,n-l),

Ei+xEiEi+x = yiEi+x    (i = N, ... ,n- 2),

EiTj = TjEi    (\i-j\>2),

EiEj = E]Ei    (\i-j\>2),

where [/] = (ql - q~l)/(q - q~x). Then one can show that the Bratteli diagram

of the tower (77~(N)„)n>o is the Hasse diagram of T(N). Note that the algebras
77~(N)n forn<N are the Iwahori-Hecke algebra of the symmetric group &„ .

And M. Kosuda and J. Murakami [KM] have shown that, if / > iV + 1, then
the algebra 77~(N)n+x is isomorphic to the centralizer algebra of the quantum

group Uq(gl(l, C)) on the space V®N ® V*, where V is the /-dimensional

vector representation of Uq($l(l, C)).

3.   YF-ANALOGUE OF THE RING OF SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS

In this section, we give a definition of a graded algebra structure on R =

©n>0i?„ , which becomes a YF-analogue of the ring A of symmetric functions.

Many of the results in the following sections have counterparts in the theory of

symmetric functions. (See [M].)

Let ^,,„ be the subalgebra of 3rm+n(xx, ... , xm+n-X ;yx, ... , ym+n-2) gen-

erated by Ei, ..., £m_i, Em+X, ... , Em+„._x . Then it follows from Theo-
rem 2.7(2) that

^m,n — 7?7n(X\ , ... , xm-X; yx, ... , ym-2)

® 7^n(Xm+\ , • • • , Xm+n-\ ', ym+l , • • ■ , ym+n-2)-

So ^m,n is a semisimple algebra. If |u;| = m + n and \u\ = m, then let

qw/u oe me set 0f ajj saturated chains from u to w and Vw/u the vec-

tor space with basis Q™/". Note that Vw/U = {0} unless w > u. We de-

fine an action nw/u(Ej) on (v^, ... , v^) £ Qw/u by the same formula as

(2.11) with a(z) and a(u(,-1)) replaced by a(z)[Xj■-> xm+j, y}■-» ym+j] and

a((j('_1))[x7 —> xm+j, yj -» ym+j] respectively. Then this action of generators

affords a representation nw/u of 9rn(xm+x, ... , xm+n-X; ym+x, ... , ym+n-2) on

Vw/U . (See the proof of Lemma 2.3.)

Proposition 3.1. If \w\ = m + n ,

VwWm,n=    S    VU®VW/U
\u\=m

as £Fm ̂-module.
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Now define a product on R by

Su$v =      / _,     CUVSW

w€YFm+„

for u £ YFm and v £ YF„ , where the structure constant c™ is defined as fol-

lows. Let Vu (resp. Vv ) be the irreducible 9rm(xx, ... , xm_i ;yx, ... , ym-2)-

module (resp. i^(xm+1, ... , xm+n-X; ym+x, ... , ym+„_2)-module) correspond-

ing to u £ YFm (resp. v £ YF„ ). Then c„v is defined to be the multiplicity of

the irreducible ^+n-module Vw in the induced module 7?m+n ®&m „ (Vu <g> Vv).

By Frobenius reciprocity, we see that c™ is the multiplicity of the irreducible

^n-module Vu ® Vv in the restriction Vw \^m n. This product makes R an

associative graded algebra.

Proposition 3.2. Suppose that w £ YFm+2 and u £ YFm satisfy w > u. Then,

as an ^(Xm+^-module,

v     s f (Vn)ed-i(BV2    ifw = 2u,

\ Vxx otherwise,

where d = #C+(u).

Proof. This is clear by considering the action of Ex .   □

Proposition 3.3.

(1) SVSX = 2^,wt>v Sw ■

(2) svs2 = s2v .

(3) sXv =svsx - CEz<vSz)s2.

Proof. (1) is clear from Lemma 2.4 and Proposition 3.1. (2) follows from

Propositions 3.1 and 3.2. (3) is a direct consequence of (1) and (2) because of

(1.4).   n

The abstract structure of R is given by the following theorem.

Theorem 3.4. Let Z{X, Y) be the noncommutativepolynomial ring with grading

given by de%X = 1 and deg Y = 2. Then there exists an algebra isomorphism

cp :Z(X, Y) -» R such that cp(X) = sx and <p(Y) =s2.

Proof. There exists an algebra homomorphism cp : Z(X, Y) —► R such that

cp(X) = sx and cp(Y) = s2. By Proposition 3.3, this homomorphism cp is

surjective. On the other hand, the homogeneous components of degree n in

Z{X, Y) and R are both free Z-modules of rank F„ (nth Fibonacci number).

Hence cp is an isomorphism.    □

Proposition 3.5.

(3.1) su2v = svsu2.

In particular, for v = lm'21m22...21m'+' ,

(3.1') Sv   = S\mr+I S\m,2 . . . S\ml2.

Proof. We prove (3.1) by induction on |m| . If u = 0, then (3.1) reduces to

Proposition 3.3(2). If u = 2u", then by Proposition 3.3(2) and the induction

hypothesis,

s2u"2v = Su"2vS2 = SvSui'2S2 = SvS2uii2.
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If u = lu', then it follows from Proposition 3.3(3) and the induction hypothesis

that

Slu'2v = S„i2vSi -  I    Y   S* ) 52 .       SvSl„'2 - SvSui2Sl - Sv  I   Y Sy 1 52-
\x<u'2v      I \y<u'2     j

Hence it suffices to show that

(3.2) Y s* = £ S»V
x<w2v y<w2

We show (3.2) by induction on \w\. The case where w = 0 follows from

Proposition 3.3(1). If w = Iw', then

/ _,   sx = Sw'2v ,        / J  svsy = svsw*2.

x<lw'2v y<\w'2

Here we use the induction hypothesis on \w\ to obtain (3.2) for w = liu'. If

w = 2w", then

/ y     Sx = S\wii2v +    2_^   st$2 , /^i    SvSy = svslw"2 +   2_^   SVSZS2.

x<2w"2v t<sw"2v y<2w"2 z<w"2

Now from the induction hypothesis on \u\ and \w\, we have

^liy"2t> = SvSlw"2 , 2^i   S,S2 =   L^i   SvSzS2-

t<w"2v z<w"2

This completes the proof of (3.2), hence (3.1).   □

This proposition, together with Proposition 3.3, enables us to express sv as

a "determinant" of the matrix having noncommutative entries sx , s2 (and 0,

1).
There is an involutive automorphism co of the poset YF such that

co(vll) = v2,    co(v2) = vll,    co(v2l) = v2l.

Then we can define a linear automorphism co of R by cb(sv) = sw^ . However

co is not an algebra homomorphism: in fact,

co(svsx) = cb(sv)s\,     co(svs2) = cb(sv)s2    (v ^ 0).

Hence, for v ^ 0 , we have co(svsw) = a>(sv)sw .

4.   YF-ANALOGUE OF KOSTKA NUMBERS AND

THE LlTTLEWOOD-RlCHARDSON RULE

Definition. For w = b\ ...bt £ YF„ , we define

hw=sbl... sbl.

Note that the order of product in hw is reversed to that of w . For v, w =

b\...bi£ YF„ , let 7%7VW be the set of sequences (vm , ... , v{l)) from u(0) = 0

to vO = v satisfying

(1) If bt■ = 1, then «('-'+») covers v^'-^ .
(2) If b,■ = 2, then ?j(/-'+1) = 2v<'-'''.

We put Kvw = #7%vW and call this a YF-Kostka number.

By definition, we have /£„,!« = e(v) if \v\ = n . Then the following propo-

sition is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.3.
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Proposition 4.1. For w £ YF„ , one has

wGYF„

This corresponds to the Young's rule for the representation of the symmetric
groups (see [JK, 2.8.5]).

Now we introduce a partial order y (called dominance order) on each graded

component YF„ of the Young-Fibonacci lattice. For v = a\...ak,w = b\...b\

£ YF„ , we define v y w if ax H-1- a, > b\ +-\-bt for all i = 1,2, ... ,
min(k, I).

Theorem 4.2. The following are equivalent for v, w £ YF„ :

(1) v y w.

(2) Kvw^0.

(3) Kuv < Kuw for all u£Y¥n.

Proof. (1) =► (3) It is enough to consider the case where either

(a) v = a\...ai2lai+i...ak, w = a\... a,-12a ,+3 ...ak , or
(b) v = a\...a,2, w = ai ...a,-11.

In case (a), by Proposition 3.3(3),

hw~ hv =Sak... SaM (s2Si - SiS2)sai ...Sa,

= Sak . . . Saj+iSi2Sai .. . Sa>.

Hence Kuw - Kuv is nonnegative because it is the multiplicity of V" in the
^-module induced from Va*< ® • • • <g> Va-+> ® Vxl ® Va' ® ■ ■ ■ ® V1 . Case (b) is

similarly proved by using s2 - s2 = su .

(3) => (2) If we take u = v in (3), we have Kvw > Kvv = 1.

(2) => (1) We proceed by induction on n. Let v = a\...ak and w =

bi ...bi. And fix a sequence (v^ , ... , v^) £jfv<w.

If ai = bi = I, then (i;(0), ... , v^'~l)) £ 7%7V, _w<, where v' = a2... at and

w' = b2...bk . By the induction hypothesis, we have a2-\-1-a, > b2-\-\-bt
for all i, Hence we have v y w . If bx = 2, then v = u(/) = 2v(/_1), so that

a\ = 2. Then we can conclude v y w in a similar way.
Suppose that a\ = 2 and bi = 1 . Since w(/_1) is covered by v, we have

either

(a) vW = 2Pap+i...ai, vV~V = 2P-Xlap+X ...al, or

(b) v^ = 2P-xlap+l...ai, vV-l) = 2P-lap+i...a,.

Let u(/_1' = ci ...cm. In case (a), by the induction hypothesis, we have ci +

-\-ct>b2-\-h bi+i. Since aj > Cj for all j, we have

a\ H-h at > Ci H-h Ci > b2 H-\-bt + bi+i

> b2 + ■ ■ ■ + b,■+ 1 = bi + ■ ■ ■ + bh

In case (b), by the induction hypothesis, we have cx-\-1- c, > b2 -\-h b,+i .

If i < p - 1, then the proof is similar to that of case (a). If i>p, then we see

that

a\ -\-h a,- = t*i -I-h Cp-i + 1 + cp h-h ci-i

> b2 + ■ ■ ■ + b, + 1 = bi + ■ ■ ■ + bj.   a

There are recurrence formulas for the YF-Kostka numbers Kvw .
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Proposition 4.3.

(1)       Kly > lW   =   Aj, )U,  .

(2) Kiv>2w = 0.

(3) K2v iw = 2_IU>V Ku<w .

(4) K2Vt2w = KVtW .

Proof. Easily follows from the definition.   □

All matrices considered in the following have rows and columns indexed by

YF„ in dominance order. We put Kn = (Kv,w)v,we\rn . For example,

221    212   2111    122    1211    1121    1112 11111

221      / 1        1         2         1         2          3          4 8     \
212 111113 4
2111 10         111 4
122 1112 3

5_  1211 111 3

1121 1          1 2
1112 1 1

11111 \ 1     /

Let D„ = (£>„^)u€yf„_1,d6Yf„ be the matrix describing the covering relation
between YF„ and YF„_,', so that

(I    if u< v ,

\ 0   otherwise.

By definition (1.2) and (1.3), Z)„+1 is of the form

(4.1) Dn+i = ('D„   lr.),

where Ik is the k x k identity matrix. Then we can rewrite Proposition 4.3 in

matrix form:

(^ *«.=(v Din)-
Remark. Recently T. Halverson and A. Ram [HR] show that the matrix K„

appears as the character table of ^ . Namely, if we define an element ew £ SFn

by e0 = e\ = 1 and

{ew> if w = Iw',

-!-£„_, <?„,„    ifw = 2w",
•*n— 1

then we have trVv(nv(ew)) = Kvw.

Definition. Let u, v, w be three elements of YF satisfying |m| + |i;| = |u;|,

and write v = ax ...ak = lm,2. ..21m'+1 . Then we define 7?w/UtV to be the set

of all sequences (u;(0), ... , u;(/c)) from u = w^ to w = w^ satisfying

(1) If a,■ = 1, then u;(*-'+1) covers w^k~'^.

(2) If fl, = 2, then W(k-+V = 2u;<*-0 .

(3) The triple (w^-V, w^, w^+x^>) is not of the form («;0'-i), ltyC/-t),

2u;(j_1)) for any j = 1, ... , mr+\ - 1.

(4) If a, = 1 and / < k - mr+i - 1 , then u^"'^1) = i«i(*-0 .
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Theorem 4.4.

cui>  — TT~Z"U)JU,V

Proof. It follows from (3.1') that

su$v = / ,CU  i«,+i'S'l'ni2...\""2x-

x

And, by definition, we have

#^       =f#^/„>rr+,    ifw = l"«'2...1'*2x,
w/u'v     \ 0 otherwise.

Hence it suffices to show the claim in the case where v = lm . Now we proceed

by induction on m . If m = 0 or 1, then it is easy to see that

"•'       -^"''"lO   otherwise.

If m > 1, then we have, from Proposition 3.3,

SuSlm+t   = Su(SlmSl  —Slm-l2)

- Y°^,imSySl ~ Y,cuAm-lSzSl
y z

= Y I 2^,1-" J ̂  ~~ 2^c«,i'"-"S2z-

Hence we have

(<i» if tw = 1«;',

C«,l«+<        i    y, v „,» if 10-210"
L   2^y>U," Cu,lm CM,1».-1        "   W  -  LUJ    ■

On the other hand, 3\W'iu>im+\ consists of the sequences (io(0), ... , io(m), lio')

such that (io(0), ... , io(m)) e -%'/„,im and -^tu»/M,im+i consists of the se-

quences (io(0), ... , u;(m), 2to") such that (w^, ... , io(m)) £ -2£/«,i* for some

y>w" and that (w^-V , w^ , 2w") is not of the form (w", Iw", 2w").

Therefore we obtain the same recurrence:

_ f #&w,,Uiim ifw = lw',

UJ/"'""+1      lE^^/M"-^/,.-    ifw = 2w".

So we have c™v = #^w/u,v ■   n

5.   YF-ANALOGUE OF POWER SUM SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS

Definition. For w = lw'21m2... i^21mr+1 , we define

Pv  = P2lmr+\P2\m' ...P21m2Pri   ,

where

Pi*=s\,    p2xk=s\(s\-(k + 2)s2).

We remark that

(5.1) Pw=PvP\,    P2v = pv(s2 - (m(v) + 2)s2),
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where m(v) is the number of 1 's at the head of v . Let T = (Tvw) be the

transition matrix from p to h :

Pv = / _, lyw'tw

w

Then T is the diagonal sum of matrices Tn = (Tvw)v>w^yw„ • We use (5.1) to

obtain the following recurrences for Tvw .

Proposition 5.1.

(.1)    -* Iv , Iw = -1 vw •

(2) TiVi2w = 0.

(3) T2v,i2w = 0.

(4) T2Vtnw = Tvw .

(5) T2Vi2w = -(m(w) + 2)TVyW.

Hence, if Tvw ^ 0, then w is a refinement of v , i.e., w is obtained by

replacing some 2 's in v by 11. In particular, T„ is a triangular matrix with
respect to the dominance order.

Let V„ = (FMt,)ueWn_1;WfEYF„ be the Fn-X x F„ matrix defined by

(I    ifv = lu,

\ 0   otherwise.

That is, V„ is of the form

(5.2) Vn = (0   /,._,).

And let Mn be the diagonal matrix whose (v , w)-entry is m(v). Then we have

(5.3) M,+i=(J   Mn°+/)-

Also we can rewrite Proposition 5.1 in matrix form:

(5.4) rn+1 = (-^»-'J2/)r"->   r-^-1).

Let X = (xw)w,v€Yw be the transition matrix from p to s:

Pw = 2_^ Xwsv-
V

Then X is the diagonal sum of matrices Xn = (xw)w v€Y¥„ and X„ is given

by

(5.5) Xn = Tn'Kn.

Proposition 5.2.

^ *»>'{Zs: Xn€n)'

(5.7) Xn-iD„ = Vn-iXn,

(5.8) Xn'D„ = %-i(M„-i +I)X„-i.
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Proof. First we note that

(5.9) Vn-i'Kn = tK„-iD„,

(5.10) 'Vn-i(Mn_x+I)Vn^=Mn.

These are clear from (4.2) and (5.2)-(5.4).

We will prove by induction on n . From (4.2) and (5.4), we have

„ (-{MH-l+2r)TH-xtKn-\ + Tn-\Vn-xtKHtDn    T^iV^KA

"+1 " V Tn'Kn'D„ Tn'Kn      ) ■

Using (5.9) and the induction hypothesis ((5.7) and (5.8)), we see

Tn-xVn-x'KjDn = X„_iDn'Dn = F„_,T„_1(Jl/„_1 + /)*„_, ,

Tn-\ Vn-\ Kn = X„_iDn.

Hence we obtain (5.6). The relations (5.7) and (5.8) can be shown by matrix

computation.   □

For example,

221    212    2111    122    1211    1121    1112 11111

221      /   1      -1      -1       0        0        -1         1 1     \
212          0        1-1-11         0-1 1
2111       -2-1-13        3         2          1 1
122          0       0        0         1-1        0        -1 1

5      1211        0       0        0-1-12          1 1

1121       -1110        0-11 1
1112        0-22-11          0-1 1

11111 \  8        4         4         3         3          2          1 1/

We can rewrite (5.6) into the recurrence relations:

y2V _        _yV y\V _       V^       yU y2V _       V^       yZ y\V _ yV
f-2w f-W , A2W /__, AID  > Alto /   j A.W  , AltU AUr

U<V z>v

By using the induction and these recurrence relations, we see that, for v, w £

YF„,

Xv" = l,    X\n=e(v),

,„-22      { I       if w ends with 1 ,

Xv       ~ { -1    if v ends with 2,

Xv{w) = e(v)X:,

where e(v) = xl"   2 ■ Here co is a poset automorphism of YF defined at the

end of Section 3. From the last equation we have co(pv) = e(v)pv.

For v = lw'21m22...21m'+' e YF> we define

z(v) = mx\(m2 + 2)m2\... (mr+x + 2)mr+[\.

Then \v\\/z(v) £ Z and St,eYF„ ̂ fz(v) - "' • Let zn be the diagonal matrix

whose (v , t>)-entry is z(v). Then we have

7      _ /(Mn_,+2/)Z„_, 0 \
n+1"V 0 (Mn + I)ZnJ-
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Proposition 5.3.

xn xn = z,n.

Therefore we have

(Pv, Pw) = 3vwz(v).

Proof. Induction on n . By (5.6), we have

„    ty     _(Xn_itXn_i+Xn-iD„tDntXn-i 0 \

An+1 Xn+i ~\ 0 Xn'Xn + Xn'DnDn'Xn J ■

Here we use (5.7), (5.8), and (5.10) to obtain

, /(M,_1+2/)Z„_, 0        \
xn+iXn+l-\^ Q (Mn + I)Z„) -z»+1-   D

Rewriting (5.7) and (5.8) in terms of pv , we obtain the following proposition.

Proposition 5.4.

Upv=p,v,    Dpiv = m(lv)pv ,    Dp2v = 0.

In particular, for any v e YF„, pv is an eigenvector for UD\Rn : Rn —> Rn

belonging to the eigenvalue m(v). The pv's give a complete set of orthogonal

eigenvectors for UD\Rn.

In the case of Young's lattice or the ring of symmetric functions, the tran-

sition matrix M(p , h) (resp. M(h , s)) from the power sum symmetric func-

tions to the complete symmetric functions (resp. from the complete symmetric

functions to the Schur functions) is a triangular matrix under a suitable order-

ing (dominance order) of rows and columns. And the character table of the

symmetric groups is given by M(p, s), the transition matrix from power sum

symmetric functions to the Schur functions. Then Proposition 5.3 corresponds

to the orthogonality relations for characters. Proposition 5.4 is a YF-analogue
of [SI, Proposition 4.7].

As is shown in [O], each homogeneous component R„ admits a structure of

associative commutative algebra satisfying the following properties:

(1) If we denote by * the product in Rn , then su*sv = J2weY¥ 8uvsw wub

nonnegative integers g}fv.

(2) sXn is the identity element of R„ .

(3) R„®zQ is a semisimple algebra with minimal idempotents -^Pv (v £

YF,,).

This algebra structure on R„ gives an example of fusion algebra at algebraic

level. The notion of fusion algebra is a generalization of the character ring of a

finite group. (See [B] for fusion algebras at algebraic level.)

6. Algebras associated to YF(r)

Finally we consider the r-Young-Fibonacci lattice YF<r). Let K0 be a field of

characteristic 0 such that K0 contains a primitive rth root C of unity. We will

work with the base field K = Kq(x,-t k , y,■■ : i = 1 , 2, ... ,k = 0, 1, ... , r— 1).
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Let ^(r) be the A^-algebra defined by the following presentation:

generators :EU ... , £„_, ,tu ... ,tn,

relations : EjtkEj = xiykEj   (i=l,...,n-l,k = 0,...,r-l),

EjEj = EjEj   (if |i-;|>2),

Ej+iEjEj+i = y,£,+i    (i=l,... ,n-2),

Ejtj+i = tj+iEj = Ej   (i = 1, ... ,n- 2),

Ejtj = tjEj   (j^i,i+l),

tri = l   (i = 1,...,«),

tjtj = tjtj   (i, j = 1, ... , n).

We will construct irreducible representations of ^(r) on the AT-vector space

Vv(r) with basis Qv (v £ Y¥„r)). Define endomorphisms nvr)(Ej) and nvr)(tj)

on Vy    by putting, for a basis element T = (i;(0), ... , u(n)) e Qv ,

74r)(£,)(w(0), ... , u<'-»), i;W , ti(,+1), ... , u(n))

^    a(r)(w('-D)1      »•••»"        >">><>       »..•»«    )_ I »>»('-')       v '

if f,(*+i)_2ti('-1),

. 0   otherwise,

^r)(<,)(t;<0),....,»"-»),»»,...,««)

f C^(w(0), ... , v*'-1), t;W , ... , v("»)    if i;W = ljtw^-1),

I (i/0), ... , u('_1), ■o(/), ... , v("))       otherwise.

Here the coefficients a(r)(i>) (i; € YF(r)) are defined as follows: First we intro-

duce a family of polynomials P,'. ' by the following recurrence:

p„ _ 1 pk _ _,    , p^i.kt _ nki.kt       o pk}.ki

where atj = j S/c=o Cjkxi,k • Then a(r)(v) is defined by

a^(lkx..Akl) = P^.k>,

a(r)i\ 1    j) = Pkl.k,'°    Xx'k ~* ^0Vl »     -fi.Jfc —»■ -ff+l .Jfc (* > 2)
v *'■"' fe' /+1 [yi ^^i,oy2,       y,- -+ y,+i (/ > 2)

In general, for u £ YFm ,

a{r)(lki ... lkl2u) = a(r)(U, •. • lk,)[xitk -» xm+I)jfc , y, -» ym+,]a(w).

Then we can check that nvr\Ej) 's and 71^'(1,-) 's satisfy the fundamental rela-

tions of 7Fnr). Hence we obtain a representation nvr) of J^(r) on F„(r).

Theorem 6.1.    (1) The algebra 7F„r) is semisimple and of dimension r"n\.

(2)  The VJr) 's (v £ Y¥nr)) give a complete set of irreducible ^^-modules.

In the same way as in Section 3, we can define a product on R(r) = 0„>o Rn  ,

where Rrr) is the free Z-module with basis {sv : v £ YF^'}, and make R^ an

associative graded algebra.
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Proposition 6.2.

(1) SvSiQ = SioV + J2W<V S2w .

(2) svsh =shv if k^O.
(3) svs2 = s2v .

Theorem 6.3. Let Z(Xo,... , Xr-i, Y) be the noncommutative polynomial ring

with grading given by de%Xk = 1 and deg Y = 2. Then there exists an algebra

isomorphism cp : Z(Xo, ... , Xr-i, Y) —> R^ such that cp(Xk) = sXk (k =
0, l,...,r—1) and cp(Y) = s2.

Put R.%) = R{r) ®% C and extend the scalar product ( , ) on JRM to

the Hermitian form ( , ) on R^) . A correspondent to the power sum

symmetric functions is defined as follows:

r-l

P0 = i, p\k = Y cy**ij,
1=0

Pikv = PvPik,    P2v = Pv(p20 - r(m°(v) + 2)s2),

where m°(v) is the number of 10 's at the head of v . And we define z^(v)

(v £ YF(r)) by the following recurrence:

z<r)(0) = 1,

(r)(i    ._jr(m°(v) + l)z^(v)   ifk = 0,

Z   [ikV) ~ I rzW(v) ifk^O,

z^(2v) = r2(m°(v) + 2)z{r)(v).

Then we have

Proposition 6.4. For v, w £ YF(r), we have

(Pv,Pw) =5vwz{r)(v).

Moreover we have

Upv = P\0v ,    Dphv = 3k0rm°(lov)pv ,    Dp2v = 0.

In particular, for any v £ Y¥nr), pv  is an eigenvector for UD\K{r) : Rnr) -*

R„ belonging to the eigenvalue m°(v). And the pv 's give a complete set of
orthogonal eigenvectors for UD\R^ .
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